A combination of forward and backward long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network (RNN) language models is a popular model combination approach to improve the estimation of the sequence probability in the second pass N-best list rescoring in automatic speech recognition (ASR). In this work, we further push such an idea by proposing a combination of three models: a forward LSTM language model, a backward LSTM language model and a bi-directional LSTM based gap completion model. We derive such a combination method from a forward backward decomposition of the sequence probability. We carry out experiments on the Switchboard speech recognition task. While we empirically find that such a combination gives slight improvements in perplexity over the combination of forward and backward models, we finally show that a combination of the same number of forward models gives the best perplexity and word error rate (WER) overall.
Introduction
The language model estimates the probability p(w N 0 ) of a sequence of words w N 0 (where w0 and wN are sentence boundaries). This probability can be factorized using the chain rule of probability, as 
The task of language modeling then becomes the estimation of these conditional probabilities p(w k |w
). This factorization tells that the computation of each conditional probability, which estimates the probability of the next token given its predecessors, should not make use of any future contexts, in order to come back to a properly normalized sequence probability. Therefore, the (uni-directional) recurrent neural network [1] , which perfectly fits into this problem, is the most standard approach for neural language modeling.
In practice, the combination of multiple language models is usually used to achieve state-of-the-art results in speech recognition [2, 3] . In order to obtain some model diversity, LSTM-RNN language models [4, 5] are often trained by different random initializations of the same type of the model, by using different model architectures [3, 6] or different input features [2, 7] . Yet another common approach is to train LSTM-RNN language models in forward and backward directions and average the scores of both models on the sequence level [2, 7] . In this work, we further push such an idea, based on an alternative decomposition of the sequence probability from Eq. (1), in the perspective of model combination. We introduce three components: a forward language model, a (prefix-conditioned) backward language model and a gap completion model. We model them respectively by two LSTMs and a bi-directional LSTM [8, 9] . We carry out experiments on the Switchboard speech recognition task and show that such a combination brings slight improvements in terms of perplexity over the combination of forward and backward models. However, the use of these 3 models can only be motivated if they effectively offer a better diversity for model combination. We find that the combination of same number of forward models with different initialization gives the best performance in terms of both perplexity and WER, which empirically shows that the use uni-directional LSTM-RNN is sufficient for language modeling.
Gap completion model and computation of sequence probability
We denote a sentence: w N 0 = w0, w1, w2, ..., wN−1, wN where w0 and wN are the sentence boundaries.
We consider a factorization of the sentence probability p(w N 0 ) different than Eq. (1) in the perspective of model combination. For that, we consider an arbitrary position index k ∈ {2, ..., N − 2} and we factorize p(w N 0 ) in the forward direction up to the position k − 1 and in backward direction from the position N to k + 1 which gives:
In Eq. (3), we obtain the forward language model term p(w N . We parametrize that model with a bi-directional LSTM [8, 9] . The last term which is left is a backward term conditioned on the prefix context p(w ). While such a term can also be directly modeled using one LSTM for encoding the prefix context and another LSTM for backward language modeling, in this work, we investigate this combination using the standard backward LM which does not make use of the prefix information.
We extend this notation f k to the boundary cases where we use the forward or backward model only:
Since this quantity f k can be computed for any position k ∈ {1, ..., N −1}, we therefore end up with (N-1) ways to combine the three models to estimate the same probability p(w N 0 ), which we can average:
We note that the standard combination of forward and backward models can be written using our notation as:
We also note that the notation in the previous equations are only valid when N > 2. If the sentence only contains a single (nonboundary) word (i.e. N = 2), we also only combine the forward and backward models.
Related work and motivation
Several previous work [10, 11, 12] have investigated the possibility to define a "bi-directional language model", by directly replacing the uni-directional LSTM for the conditional probability p(w k |w
(1) by a bi-directional LSTM getting both the past and future contexts p(w k |w
Such an approach is not straightforward, since the word probability conditioned on both past and future information alone has no direct relation to the computation of sentence probability (as can be seen in Eq. (3)). Chen et al. [13, 14] has introduced renormalization and report improvements in terms of WER, when the bi-directional model is combined with the standard uni-directional language model. However, the renormalization term is only computed approximately which still does not allow to compute the perplexity of the combined model.
The objective of this work is not to build a "bi-directional language model". Instead, we define p(w k |w k−1 0 , w k+1 N ) simply as a gap completion model which can be used in the computation of sentence probability only when it is completed by forward and backward LSTM language model contribution up to position k. As shown in Sec. 2., we naturally introduce that quantity in the computation of sentence probability without requiring any renormalization. Also, such an approach is a natural extension of the combination of forward and backward language models, which is a common model combination with LSTM LM [2] .
However, like previous work, the introduction of the bidirectional term in the Eq. (3) also does not have any theoretical advantage over the standard chain rule Eq. (1). This is for example in contrast to the noisy channel factorization, where the introduction of the prior (language model) term is motivated by the fact that it can be trained without labeled data. Like the combination of forward and backward models, our approach is only motivated by model diversity in the perspective of model combination. Therefore, the objective of this work is also to conclude on the empirical benefit of such a type of model combination which mixes language models trained on forward and backward directions. For that it is crucial to empirically check the advantage over the combination of forward models only.
Our approach is also related to the whole sentence modeling [15] as our combination is based on diverse estimations of the sentence probability.
Text based experiments

Model descriptions
We carry out text-based experiments on two tasks: 27M-word Switchboard Telephone speech conversation task and 50M-word Quaero English broadcast news task. The vocabulary sizes are respectively 30K and 130K and for both language models and completion models, we factorize the softmax output using word classes of size 200 and 1000 respectively. The statistics of the datasets are summarized in Table 1 .
For both forward and backward neural language models, for Switchboard experiments, we use a input projection layer of 500 nodes and 1 LSTM layer with 500 nodes, followed by one feedforward layer with 500 nodes and gated linear unit activation function [16] . For Quaero experiments, we used the projection and two LSTM layers with dimension 600 each.
For Switchboard, the completion models have a input projection layer of 500 dimension and 1 LSTM layer of dimension 500 for each direction. The outputs of forward and backward LSTM are concatenated and fed to one feedforward layer with the gated linear unit activation.The same model architecture is used for Quaero experiments but with dimension 600. We trained all models using the stochastic gradient descent with batch size of 8 for language models and 16 for completion models on CPUs using rwthlm [17] . 
Perplexity results
The perplexity results for Switchboard experiments are shown on Table 2 . All perplexities reported in this work are computed without making use of context beyond sentence boundaries for both language models and completion models. The perplexities of the standalone models used for combination can be found on the top of Table 2 . First we first confirm that the forward and backward LSTM models have the similar perplexity and that the combination of forward and backward models on sentence probability level gives improvements over the standalone models. However, we find that the combination of two forward models gives slightly better perplexity than the combination of forward and backward model. All forward models have the same architecture and trained with the same hyper-parameters except the random seed for initialization and data shuffling.
Similar observation can be done for the forward, backward, completion combination: the combination gives better perplexity than the forward and backward combination but the combination of three forward models gives the best perplexities.
We confirm the same observation for the Quaero English task. The perplexities are shown on Table 3 . The models used for combination are summarized on the top of Table 3 . We again find that the combination of forward, backward and completion models give slightly improvements over the forward and backward combination. However, both approaches do not give better performance than the forward-only combination in our experiments. There is also no theoretical reason for the combination of two forward models to be better than the combination of forward and backward models neither. However, in our experiments, we found that the combination of forward and backward models does not have any empirical advantage over the forward only combination. 
Performance of completion models
While we can only report perplexities when the completion model is combined with forward and backward models using Eq. (3), we can separately report the pseudo-perplexity [13] of the completion model based on p(w k |w
We found the pseudo-perplexities of 16.6 and 13.4 respectively for Hub00 and Hub5e 01 sets of Switchboard, 29.7 and 29.8 for development and evaluation sets of Quaero. They are effectively much smaller than the perplexity of language models since it's prediction is conditioned on both forward and backward context.
ASR experiments
Baseline Setups
We carry out ASR experiments on the Switchboard dataset. Our acoustic model is based on bi-directional LSTM neural networks with 6 hidden layers. There are 500 LSTM units in each hidden layer and the output layer models generalized triphone state posterior probabilities for 9000 CART labels. The input is a 40 dimensional Gammatone features [18] . We apply dropout with a rate of 0.1 at the input of each hidden layer and train the model on the 300-hour training dataset of Switchboard with nadam optimizer [19] using the RETURNN toolkit [20] .
The baseline Kneser-Ney smoothed [21] 4-gram count language model (KN4) is trained on the 27M-word Switchboard training data mentioned in Sec. 4.1. using SRILM toolkit [22] . We use this model for decoding and apply the neural language model in the second pass rescoring.
The application of forward and backward LSTM model combination, as well as the completion model for lattice rescoring [23] is not straightforward. In order to keep the comparison simple, we proceed 1000-best list rescoring to apply all neural language models. Table 4 shows the perplexity and WER results. The perplexity are reported after interpolation with the baseline 4-gram count model on the sentence-level. We observe that after interpolation with the count model, the perplexity performance order observed in the Table 2 are not always preserved across different subsets and the close perplexities make their correlation to WER results noisy. However, we find that the simple combination of the forward models perform the best overall. 
Results
Conclusion
We proposed a well-defined method of using bi-directionality in language modeling via combination, which allows to compute the normalized sentence probability and perplexity. We investigated the computation of sentence probability by using bidirectional LSTM based completion model which is completed by the contribution of forward and backward LSTM language models. While our approach was motivated by the extension of the popular forward and backward language model combination, we found the simple combination of forward language models with different training hyper-parameters to overall perform the best in our experiments.
Discussion
We have not fully investigated the potential of the forward, backward and completion combination. In fact, we applied a strong model assumption from Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) by discarding the prefix-context in the backward model, which should directly affect the performance of the backward model. However, removing this simplification would make the backward model computationally inefficient, since for each position k needed for the factorization, we need different prefix context encoding for the backward model. In order to alleviate such a problem, in the future work, we would like to investigate the possibility for a joint model of forward and backward components which would allow to tie the LSTM for encoding forward context between the forward language model and the backward model.
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